Campus Visibility

With over 100 organizations / clubs, your company can get connected with student organizations on campus through Career Services. Contact Helene Cruz, Assistant Director of Employer Relations, at hcruz@pace.edu for more information.

Business / Professional

- Accounting Society (PLV Campus)
- ASCEND (NYC Campus)
- Association of Latin Professionals in Finance & Accounting (ALPFA) (NYC and PLV campuses)
- Beta Alpha Psi (NYC Campus)
- Lubin Graduate Marketing Association (LGMA) (NYC Campus)
- Hospitality and Tourism Association (HATA) (NYC Campus)
- INFORMS (The Institute for Operations Research and the Management Sciences) (NYC Campus)
- Interactive and Direct Marketing Lab (IDM) (NYC and PLV campuses)
- Lubin Business Association (LBA) (PLV Campus)
- Lubin Graduate Society (LGS) (NYC Campus)
- National Association of Black Accountants (NABA) (NYC Campus)
- Pace Association of Collegiate Entrepreneurs (P.A.C.E.) (NYC and PLV campuses)
- Pace Advertising Club (NYC and PLV campuses)
- Pace Finance Club (NYC Campus)
- Pace Investment Club (NYC Campus)
- Pace University Marketing Association (PUMA) (NYC and PLV campuses)
- Society for Human Resource Management (SHRM) (NYC Campus)
- Women in Corporate America (WICA) (NYC Campus)

Media & Entertainment

- The Pace Press (NYC Campus)
- The Pace Chronicle (PLV Campus)
- WPUB Radio (NYC Campus)
- WPAW (PLV Campus)
- The Legend Yearbook (NYC Campus)
- POP TV (NYC Campus)
- VOX (PLV Campus)
- Aphros Literary Magazine (NYC Campus)
- P.A.C.E Board (NYC Campus)

Student Government

- Student Association (PLV Campus)
- Student Government Association (NYC Campus)
• RHA – Residence Hall Association (NYC Campus)
• Student-Athlete Advisory Committee (SAAC) (PLV Campus)

### Performing Arts

• Glee Club (PLV Campus)
• Pace’s Inspirational Praise Ensemble (PIPE) (PLV Campus)
• Pace Drama Alliance (PLV Campus)
• Studio 501 (NYC Campus)

### Cultural & Social

• African Students Association at Pace (ASAP) (NYC and PLV campuses)
• Black Student Union (BSU) (NYC and PLV campuses)
• Campus Crusade for Christ (CCC) (PLV Campus)
• Caribbean Student Association (CSA) (NYC Campus)
• Chabad at Pace (PLV Campus)
• CIAO-Collegiate Italian American Organization (NYC Campus)
• Commuters and Residential Students (CARS) (PLV Campus)
• Desi Heritage of Southeast Asia (DHOSA) (PLV Campus)
• Gay Straight Alliance (GSA) (PLV Campus)
• Hillel (NYC Campus)
• International Student Club (NYC Campus)
• Muslim Student Association (NYC Campus)
• Organization of Latin American Students (OLAS) (PLV Campus)
• Pace Christian Fellowship (NYC Campus)
• Pace Stonewall Coalition (NYC Campus)
• SAMOSA (South Asian Multi Oriented Students Association) (NYC Campus)
• SABOR Latino (NYC Campus)
• Students of Caribbean Awareness (SOCA) (PLV Campus)
• United Chinese Student Association (UCSA) (NYC Campus)
• Voices of International Students Association (VISA) (PLV Campus)

### Politics & Advocacy

• A Dollar's Difference (NYC Campus)
• C.O.R.E. (Consciousness of Reality Everywhere) (NYC Campus)
• Colleges Against Cancer (CAC) (PLV Campus)
• Keep a Child Alive (NYC Campus)
• Model UN (NYC and PLV campuses)
• N.A.T.U.R.E. (Natural Activists Teaching an Understanding and Respect for the Environment) (PLV Campus)
• Pace CARES (NYC Campus)
• Students for a Smarter Planet (SFSP) (PLV Campus)
• The Wave of Green (PLV Campus)

### Collegiate Interest
ASPIRE (NYC and PLV campuses)
Beta Beta Beta, the National Biological Honor Society (NYC and PLV campuses)
Chemistry Club (NYC Campus)
Criminal Justice Society (NYC and PLV campuses)
Forensic Science Students Organization (NYC Campus)
Future Educators Association (FEA) (PLV Campus)
Law Society (NYC Campus)
National Student Speech Language and Hearing Association (NSSLHA) (NYC Campus)
Pace Computing Society (NYC Campus)
Psi Chi (NYC Campus)
Psychology Club (PLV Campus)
Student Nurses at Pace (SNAP) (NYC and PLV campuses)

Greek Life

Sororities
Delta Phi Epsilon (PLV) | Phi Sigma Sigma (PLV) | Alpha Lambda Sigma* (PLV) | Nu Zeta Phi* (PLV) | Sigma Iota Chi* (PLV) | Alpha Kappa Alpha (NYC and PLV) | Delta Sigma Theta (PLV) | Sigma Gamma Rho (PLV) | Omega Phi Beta (NYC and PLV) | Sigma Lambda Upsilon (PLV) | Kappa Delta (NYC) | Sigma Delta Tau (NYC) | Sigma Iota Alpha (NYC) | Sigma Lambda Gamma (NYC) | Sigma Sigma Rho (NYC)

Fraternities
Delta Upsilon (PLV) | Phi Kappa Tau (PLV) | Alpha Phi Delta (PLV) | Delta Kappa Epsilon (PLV) | Tau Kappa Epsilon (NYC and PLV) | Alpha Chi Epsilon* (PLV) | Alpha Chi Rho (PLV) | Alpha Phi Alpha (PLV) | Kappa Alpha Psi (PLV) | Lambda Upsilon Lambda (PLV) | Sigma Beta Rho (NYC) | Sigma Lambda Beta (NYC) | Zeta Beta Tau (NYC)

* indicates a local chapter

Pace Law School

American Bar Association/Law Student (ABA/LSD)
American Constitution Society (ACS)
Asian American Law Students Association (AALSA)
Black Law Students Association (BLSA)
Campaign for Justice in the Middle East (CJME)
Corporate and Commercial Law Society (CCLS)
Dispute Resolution Society (DRS)
Environmental Law Society (ELS)
Federalist Society
Health Law Society (HLS)
Hearsay (student newspaper)
Honor Board
Intellectual Property Student Organization (IPSO)
International Law Society (ILS)
Italian-American Law Students Association (ITALO)
LAMBDA Law Students Organization
Latin American Law Students Association (LALSA)
Muslim Law Students Association (MLSA)
National Lawyers Guild (NLG) (inactive)
National Security and Law Society (NSLS)
Pace Law School Democrats (PLSD)
- Pace Law School Republicans (PLSR)
- Phi Alpha Delta (PAD) - Adolf Homburger Law School Chapter
- Public Interest Law Scholarship Organization (PILSO)
- Real Estate and Land Use Law Society
- Sports, Entertainment & Arts Law Society (SEALS)
- Student Animal Legal Defense Fund (SALDF)
- Student Bar Association (SBA)
- Unemployment Action Center (UAC)
- Women's Association of Law Students (WALS)
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